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Key Points 41 

- First carbon and nitrogen isoscape predictions of the entire Southern Ocean, based on 42 

particulate organic matter isotope data 43 

- Clear spatial gradients in δ
13

C and δ
15

N values were predicted, consistent with 44 

previously reported isotopic variability in this region 45 

- Key implications for the use of isoscape baselines in animal studies attempting to 46 

document seasonal migratory or foraging behaviours   47 
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Abstract 66 

Polar marine ecosystems are particularly vulnerable to the effects of climate change. Warming 67 

temperatures, freshening seawater and disruption to sea ice formation potentially all have 68 

detrimental cascading effects on food webs. New approaches are needed to better understand 69 

spatio-temporal interactions among biogeochemical processes at the base of Southern Ocean 70 

food webs, and how these interactions vary seasonally. In marine systems, isoscapes (models 71 

of the spatial variation in the stable isotopic composition) of carbon and nitrogen identify the 72 

spatial expression of varying biogeochemical processes on nutrient utilization by 73 

phytoplankton. Isoscapes also provide a baseline for interpreting stable isotope compositions 74 

of higher trophic level animals in movement, migration and diet research. Here we produce 75 

carbon and nitrogen isoscapes across the entire Southern Ocean (>40°S) using surface 76 

particulate organic matter (POM) isotope data, collected from multiple sources over the past 77 

50 years and throughout the annual cycle. We use Integrated Nested Laplace Approximation 78 

(INLA)-based approaches to predict mean annual isoscapes and four seasonal isoscapes using 79 

a suite of environmental data as predictor variables. Clear spatial gradients in δ
13

C and δ
15

N 80 

values were predicted across the Southern Ocean, consistent with previous statistical and 81 

mechanistic isoscape views of isotopic variability in this region. We identify strong seasonal 82 

variability in both carbon and nitrogen isoscapes, with key implications for the use of static or 83 

annual average isoscape baselines in animal studies attempting to document seasonal 84 

migratory or foraging behaviours.   85 
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INTRODUCTION 91 

Polar marine ecosystems are impacted disproportionately by ongoing climate change, with 92 

repeated observations showing significant ocean warming and freshening trends over several 93 

recent decades (Durack & Wijffels, 2010; Sian F. Henley et al., 2020; Schofield et al., 2010; 94 

Swart, Gille, Fyfe, & Gillett, 2018). Warming ocean temperatures directly affect sea-ice 95 

production and melting rates which play a crucial role in the life cycles of many polar marine 96 

animals (Loeb et al., 1997). Further, warming and freshening both affect water column 97 

structure (stratification, mixing) and critical biogeochemical processes supporting primary 98 

productivity of these regions (Deppeler & Davidson, 2017; Li, McLaughlin, Lovejoy, & 99 

Carmack, 2009). Such disruptions at the base of the trophic food web can potentially have 100 

large-scale consequences throughout the ecosystem (Sian F. Henley et al., 2020). The 101 

Southern Ocean (>40°S) surrounds the Antarctic continent and contains around 15% of the 102 

world’s ocean surface area, with variable sea-ice cover that results in large marginal ice zones 103 

(MIZ). The dominant feature of the Southern Ocean is the eastward flowing Antarctic 104 

Circumpolar Current, characterized by a latitudinal gradient in temperature with sharp 105 

changes across fronts, separating regions with relatively homogenous physical and chemical 106 

properties (Sian F Henley et al., 2020; Orsi & Harris, 2019). The Southern Ocean is a High 107 

Nutrient Low Chlorophyll (HNLC) biogeochemical province, with regions of high 108 

productivity at frontal zones, on a shallow continental shelf areas around islands and 109 

continental landmasses, including Antarctica itself, and in the vicinity of zones of seasonal 110 

sea-ice coverage and polynya formation. Primary production in the Southern Ocean supports 111 

iconic megafauna and has enabled historic whale and seal fisheries and current fisheries, 112 

targeting krill and toothfish, to operate over the past century or more. Changes to the 113 

ecosystem structure in the Southern Ocean have the potential to cascade rapidly to higher 114 

trophic levels, altering the relative abundance and distribution of top predators (Klein, Hill, 115 



Hinke, Phillips, & Watters, 2018; Reiss et al., 2017; Rogers et al., 2020; Trebilco, Melbourne-116 

Thomas, & Constable, 2020). In this context, the changes in population size of krill, a key 117 

species at the base of the food web, is of major concern and led to the creation of the 118 

Convention for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR). The 119 

combination of climate change and extractive fishery operations has resulted in Southern 120 

Ocean ecosystems that are changing rapidly such that observing and predicting anthropogenic 121 

ecosystem effects is a pressing priority. 122 

 123 

The remote nature of the Southern Ocean makes direct observation of the marine environment 124 

and its organisms extremely challenging. Consequently, new approaches are needed to better 125 

understand spatio-temporal interactions between biogeochemical processes at the base of 126 

Southern Ocean food webs, and the distributions, movements, and diets of mobile consumers. 127 

Carbon and nitrogen isoscapes (models of the spatial variation in the isotopic composition of 128 

reference materials or animals) have been used in marine ecology to infer spatial distributions 129 

in nutrient sources that fuel primary production (Boris Espinasse, Hunt, Batten, & Pakhomov, 130 

2020; MacKenzie, Longmore, Preece, Lucas, & Trueman, 2014), to provide isotopic baselines 131 

in trophic studies (Jennings & Warr, 2003; Pethybridge et al., 2018), and to infer animal 132 

foraging and migratory movements (Bury et al., In Prep; Ceia et al., 2015; Cherel & Hobson, 133 

2007; Graham, Koch, Newsome, McMahon, & Aurioles, 2010; St John Glew et al., 2018; C. 134 

N. Trueman, MacKenzie, & Palmer, 2012). In this context, the development of isoscapes is 135 

relevant to a number of topics raised in a community evaluation of priority areas for research 136 

in Southern Ocean ecosystems  (i.e., see the question cluster: “Antarctic life on the precipice” 137 

(Kennicutt et al., 2014)). 138 

 139 



Spatial variations in stable carbon isotope ratios (δ
13

C) of photosynthesizing phytoplankton 140 

are mainly driven by the isotopic composition of the inorganic dissolved carbon source, and 141 

the extent of isotopic fractionation during photosynthesis, which varies among phytoplankton 142 

species and communities (Goericke & Fry, 1994; Laws, Bidigare, & Popp, 1997; Lee, Schell, 143 

McDonald, & Richardson, 2005; Riebesell, Burkhardt, Dauelsberg, & Kroon, 2000). Many of 144 

the main factors influencing δ
13

C values of photosynthesizing phytoplankton are influenced 145 

indirectly by seawater temperature (Deuser, 1970; Hofmann et al., 2000), leading to close 146 

correspondence between spatial variations of δ
13

C values of phytoplankton and sea surface 147 

temperature, especially across broad latitudinal gradients (Clive N Trueman & St John Glew, 148 

2019). Stable nitrogen isotope values (δ
15

N) vary closely with the availability of nitrogen, 149 

primarily in the form of nitrate, and generally increase when nitrogen becomes limiting, 150 

providing information on the ecosystem primary productivity and nitrogen sources (DiFiore et 151 

al., 2010; G. H. Rau, Low, Pennington, Buck, & Chavez, 1998; Rolff, 2000). The δ
15

N values 152 

of primary producers are also strongly influenced by the type of nitrogen available to the 153 

system, with recycled nitrogen (ammonium) and fixed N2 gas (via diazotrophs) generating 154 

lower δ
15

N values than new nitrate (Montoya, Carpenter, & Capone, 2002; Ryabenko, 2013; 155 

Somes et al., 2010). The relatively high and sequential enrichment of 
15

N between trophic 156 

levels also makes nitrogen isotopes useful tools in defining trophic structure in marine 157 

ecosystems (Deniro & Epstein, 1981; Hussey et al., 2014; Post, 2002). 158 

 159 

In recent years, global scale mechanistic models have been developed for both δ
13

C and δ
15

N, 160 

providing valuable information at broad scales to address such issues as seasonality effects 161 

and connectivity between large oceanic regions (Magozzi, Yool, Zanden, Wunder, & 162 

Trueman, 2017; Somes et al., 2010). In addition, the combination of statistical modeling 163 

developments and the increase in available observational data has enabled the production of 164 



observation-based isoscapes at relatively fine spatial resolutions, which have been used to 165 

resolve local scale physical and biological processes (Boris Espinasse et al., 2020; MacKenzie 166 

et al., 2014). 167 

 168 

In situ sample-based isoscapes have been produced for some parts of the Southern Ocean 169 

(Brault et al., 2018; Jaeger, Lecomte, Weimerskirch, Richard, & Cherel, 2010; Quillfeldt, 170 

Masello, McGill, Adams, & Furness, 2010), mainly predicted for one season corresponding to 171 

the sampling period, and developed by interpolating values between sample locations. The 172 

accuracy of interpolation-based isoscapes is dependent on the resolution and quality of the 173 

data coverage, i.e., well covered areas result in meaningful interpolated data, while data from 174 

poorly resolved areas should be interpreted with caution (Brault et al., 2018). To improve 175 

isoscape accuracy, where sample collection is limited, in situ stable isotope data can be 176 

combined with measured environmental variables. By statistically modelling the relationships 177 

between measured stable isotope values and environmental data, isotope values can be 178 

predicted in regions where no isotope samples have been collected (G. J. Bowen, 2010; 179 

Gabriel J Bowen & Revenaugh, 2003; Boris Espinasse et al., 2020; St. John Glew, Graham, 180 

McGill, & Trueman, 2019). 181 

 182 

In the ocean, stable isotope values of particulate organic matter (POM) have frequently been 183 

used as a measure of processes occurring at the base of the food web (Kurle & McWhorter, 184 

2017; Somes et al., 2010). Stable isotope values of POM have been widely collected across 185 

the Southern Ocean in the last decades for paleontology, physical, biogeochemical and 186 

ecological research projects, producing a large number of point observations. Recent studies 187 

have highlighted the potential in applying POM stable isotope values in the Southern Ocean 188 

to produce isoscapes (Bury, Pinkerton, WIlliams, St John Glew, & Trueman, in review; B. 189 



Espinasse, Pakhomov, Hunt, & Bury, 2019). Such isoscapes could be used in animal 190 

movement studies and more generally to provide insights into the seasonality and spatial 191 

variability of key ecosystem processes such as primary productivity, shifts in phytoplankton 192 

community composition, food web trophic interactions, nitrogen cycling, or sea ice melting 193 

on key ecosystem processes. In this study, we compiled POM 
13

C and 
15

N data for the 194 

Southern Ocean from unpublished and published sources and used these data to: 1) build the 195 

first observation-based carbon and nitrogen isoscapes that cover the whole Southern Ocean 196 

(>40°S), and 2) relate seasonality in δ
13

C and δ
15

N spatial distribution to ecological processes. 197 

 198 

METHODS 199 

Data Collection 200 

A meta-analysis was carried out of all published surface POM δ
13

C and δ
15

N data for the 201 

Southern Ocean (defined here to be south of 40°S). Isotope measurements were extracted to 202 

our database if they were georeferenced and with a known sampling date. A list of data 203 

sources including location, date and area of sampling can be seen in Table 1.  204 

 205 

Table 1. List of all published datasets containing surface particulate organic matter (POM) 206 

carbon (δ
13

C) and nitrogen (δ
15

N) isotopic data. 207 

Reference Year 

samples 

collected 

Months 

samples 

collected 

Geographical 

area 

No. of δ
13

C 

measurements 

No. of δ
15

N 

measurements  

Eadie and Jeffrey 

(1973) 

1970 Dec Indian sector 3 NA 

Wada, Terazaki, 

Kabaya, and 

Nemoto (1987) 

1983-1984 Dec-Jan South of 

Australia 

2 2 

G. Rau, 

Takahashi, Des 

Marais, and 

Sullivan (1991) 

1986 Mar Atlantic sector 28 NA 

Altabet and 

Francois (1994) 

1991 Feb Indian sector 46 46 



Francois et al. 

(1993) 

1991 Feb Indian sector 48 NA 

Dehairs et al. 

(1997) 

1991-1992 Oct-Jan Atlantic/Pacific 

sectors 

44 NA 

Bentaleb et al. 

(1998) 

1992 Mar Indian sector 43 NA 

Kennedy and 

Robertson (1995) 

1992 Dec Pacific sector 51 NA 

Riaux-Gobin et 

al. (2006) 

1993 Apr Indian sector 12 NA 

Popp et al. (1999) 1994 Jan Indian 

Ocean/South of 

Australia 

56 NA 

Trull and Armand 

(2001) 

1994-1996 Jan; Jul; 

Sep; Nov 

South of 

Australia 

198 NA 

O'Leary, Trull, 

Griffiths, 

Tilbrook, and 

Revill (2001) 

1995 Nov South of 

Australia 

24 NA 

Lourey, Trull, and 

Sigman (2003) 

and Lourey, Trull, 

and Tilbrook 

(2004) 

1997-1998 Dec-Mar; 

Sep; Nov 

South of 

Australia 

169 140 

Schmidt et al. 

(2003) 

1999-2000 Mar-Apr Atlantic sector 4 4 

(B. Espinasse et 

al., 2019) 

2004-2006 Apr-May; 

Nov-Jan; 

Jun-Jul 

Atlantic sector 225 218 

Lara, Alder, 

Franzosi, and 

Kattner (2010)   

2005 Mar-Apr Argentine shelf-

Antarctic 

peninsula 

69 69 

Zhang et al. 

(2014) 

2006 Jan Indian sector 24 NA 

Richoux and 

Froneman (2009) 

2007 Apr Indian sector 2 2 

Barrera et al. 

(2017) 

2012 Apr Drake passage 3 3 

Montecinos, 

Castro, and Neira 

(2016) 

2013 Apr Pacific sector 2 2 

Horii, Takahashi, 

Shiozaki, 

Hashihama, and 

Furuya (2018) 

2014 Jan Pacific sector 1 1 

Giménez, 

Winkler, 

Hoffmeyer, and 

Ferreyra (2018) 

2014 Feb Argentine shelf 3 3 

Seyboth et al. 2013-2016 Nov-Mar Antarctic 115 112 



(2018) Peninsula 

 208 

Additional unpublished POM stable isotope data were collected during various cruises 209 

conducted in the Southern Ocean over the years 1970 to 2019 and were added to the dataset. 210 

All published and unpublished δ
13

C and δ
15

N data are provided in Appendix A. More 211 

information about the unpublished data are provided in Appendix B. All water samples for 212 

unpublished POM analysis were collected either by pumping surface waters (5-10 m) onboard 213 

while underway or using sampling bottles in the upper five meters of the water column. The 214 

POM samples were collected by vacuum filtration onto Glass Fibre Filters (GF/F) with a 215 

nominal pore size of ~0.7 µm. Most POM samples were acidified to remove carbonates 216 

before being sent for stable isotope analysis. The effect of merging acidified and non-acidified 217 

samples is taken into account in the model by including the ‘study’ (i.e., survey) as a random 218 

factor. Similarly, carbon isotopic values were not corrected for the Suess effect (Gruber et al., 219 

1999) as the year of sampling is also included in the model structure. A summary of sample 220 

distribution per season and per year is provided in Appendix C.  221 

 222 

Environmental data 223 

We estimated that a 10-year time period was long enough to smooth interannual variability in 224 

environmental data (see for example the Southern Annular Mode index) (Marshall 2003). The 225 

majority of POM samples were collected during 1995-2015, and a 10-year time period of 226 

environmental data was selected between 2005-2015 to predict the most historically recent 227 

isoscapes as possible with the data available. Using satellite remote-sensing data a bimonthly 228 

climatology was built for this time period, extending across the Southern Ocean from 40°S 229 

southwards to the Antarctic continent, and included sea-surface temperature (SST), 230 

chlorophyll-a (chla) concentration, net primary productivity (NPP), mixed layer depth 231 

(MLD), sea-ice concentration, and distance from coast (Dist). Data were provided in various 232 



resolutions before being projected onto a one-degree grid. A summary of data sources and 233 

value ranges can be found in Appendix D. SST, MLD and sea-ice concentration were 234 

retrieved from the Copernicus platform (marine.copernicus.eu/). SST was extracted from the 235 

Global ARMOR3D L4 Reprocessed dataset, which provides high resolution temperature and 236 

salinity fields derived from in situ and satellite observations (Guinehut, Dhomps, Larnicol, & 237 

Le Traon, 2012). MLD and sea-ice concentration were issued from the GLORYS12V1 238 

product, which is a global ocean eddy-resolving reanalysis covering the satellite altimetry era 239 

1993-2018 (more information can be found on the Copernicus platform). Chla concentrations 240 

were collected from GlobColour (globcolour.info/). GlobColour delivers a merged product 241 

that uses all satellite data available at the processing time (Maritorena, d'Andon, Mangin, & 242 

Siegel, 2010). Different models have been developed to produce NPP based on chla 243 

concentrations and incident irradiance. It is difficult to reconcile which of these models 244 

provides data that are closer to in situ observations due to the lack of validation in the 245 

Southern Ocean (Strutton, Lovenduski, Mongin, & Matear, 2012). We estimated NPP using 246 

the Eppley Vertically Generalized Production Model (Eppley-VGPM) calculation. The 247 

Eppley-VGPM calculation is an adaptation of the VGPM approach (Behrenfeld & Falkowski, 248 

1997), in which the polynomial description of light-saturated photosynthetic efficiencies as a 249 

function of SST is replaced with the exponential relationship described by Morel (1991) and 250 

based on the curvature of the temperature-dependent growth function described by Eppley 251 

(1972). The code to run the Eppley-VGPM calculation was acquired from Oregon State 252 

University (science.oregonstate.edu/ocean.productivity/). The calculation of the net NPP used 253 

SST, chla and photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) data (obtained from GlobColour) as 254 

inputs. Chla and NPP products are dependent on atmospheric conditions, resulting in missing 255 

data for some areas due to persistent cloud coverage. The distance to the coast was calculated 256 

as distance from the centre point of the grid cell to the 500 m isobath. 257 

http://marine.copernicus.eu/
http://globcolour.info/
file:///C:/Users/Bob/Desktop/science.oregonstate.edu/ocean.productivity/


 258 

While the climatology was originally produced at bimonthly resolution, the six austral winter 259 

months (May to October) were further merged together as few data were available for this 260 

timeframe, and during this period the system is less dynamic due to low light conditions 261 

(Arteaga, Boss, Behrenfeld, Westberry, & Sarmiento, 2020). In addition to the seasonal 262 

values, a yearly average was calculated. Each environmental covariate value (yearly average 263 

and seasonal value) was extracted at each POM sampling location and scaled by subtracting 264 

the variable mean from each value and dividing by the variable standard deviation.  265 

 266 

Isoscape modelling 267 

Isoscapes predicting δ
13

C and δ
15

N values across the Southern Ocean were modelled using a 268 

Bayesian hierarchical spatial modelling framework, Integrated Nested Laplace Approximation 269 

(INLA), via the R-INLA package (http://www.r-inla.org, (Rue, Martino, & Chopin, 2009). 270 

This approach was adopted to enable uncertainty due to spatial variability in sample collection 271 

seasons and year to be estimated. For a full description of the benefits of the INLA approach 272 

in marine isoscape modelling refer to St. John Glew et al. (2019). Values of δ
13

C and δ
15

N 273 

were modelled as a function of a set of environmental covariates Xi, with year, season, study 274 

and the underlying spatial effect included as random effects. Models were specified as: 275 

 276 

𝑌𝑖 ~ 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 + 𝜷𝑖𝑿𝑖 + 𝑓(𝑇𝑖) +  𝑓(𝑈𝑖)  +  𝑓(𝑉𝑖) +  𝑓(𝑊𝑖) +  𝜀𝑖 

 277 

𝑇𝑖~ 𝑁(𝑂, 𝜎𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛
2 ) 

 278 

𝑈𝑖~ 𝑁(𝑂, 𝜎𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
2 ) 

 279 

𝑉𝑖~ 𝑁(𝑂, 𝜎𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑦
2 ) 

 280 

𝑊𝑖~ 𝑁(𝑂, Ω) 

 281 

𝜀𝑖~ 𝑁(𝑂, 𝜎2) 

 282 

http://www.r-inla.org/


where Yi is the isotope value (δ
13

C, δ
15

N) at location i, Xi is a vector containing the 283 

environmental covariates as linear fixed effects, i is a vector of parameters to be estimated, 284 

Ti, Ui and Vi are the season, year and study random effects, respectively, with assumed 285 

Gaussian distributions, Wi represents the smooth spatial effect, linking each observation with 286 

a spatial location, with the elements of the spatial domain  estimated using the Matérn 287 

correlation, and i contains the independently distributed residuals. All individual POM data 288 

were included in the model, including locations where multiple samples were collected at the 289 

same location.  290 

 291 

Environmental variables to be used in the model (Appendix E) were first selected by 292 

performing covariance tests and removing covarying variables with the weakest correlation to 293 

both δ
13

C and δ
15

N values. Sea-ice cover and chla concentration were thus removed from 294 

further analysis.  295 

 296 

Model selection was based on deviance information criteria and model fit (Pearson’s 297 

correlation coefficient between predicted and observed values) and was determined by 298 

manually running different combinations of covariates and removing the least important 299 

covariates in a stepwise process, beginning with the full global model containing all 300 

covariates (SST, MLD, PPv, Dist). Twelve-month average environmental variables were used 301 

for model selection.  302 

 303 

Best-fit models were derived containing both no interaction terms and first order interaction 304 

terms (Table 2). Models excluding interaction terms are likely to be more useful for 305 

interpreting the most important covariates influencing isotopic variability over larger spatial 306 

scales, whereas models containing first order interaction terms are likely to be able to 307 



incorporate smaller scale local variability and predict more precise isoscape models (St. John 308 

Glew, Graham et al., 2019). Non-informative default priors were used for each model.  309 

 310 

The best-fit models (both including and excluding interaction terms) were used to predict δ
13

C 311 

and δ
15

N values in POM across the whole Southern Ocean spatial domain using continuous 312 

raster surfaces of 12-month averaged, scaled environmental variables as predictors. To ensure 313 

that predicted values fell within a sensible range, environmental variable surfaces were 314 

assessed to check that all values used for predictions fell within the range of values observed 315 

at POM sampling locations. The majority of environmental variable surface values fell within 316 

the observed location range, but any outlier grid cells were clipped from the raster surfaces. 317 

Response variables were estimated at all mesh vertices (Fig. 1), which were then linearly 318 

interpolated within each triangle into a finer regular grid (2 x 1) via Bayesian kriging. Mesh 319 

maximum edge (triangle size) was selected using a sensitivity analysis, by selecting the 320 

smallest triangle size which notably increased model performance, whilst also accounting for 321 

computing time. Mean and variance predictions were obtained for each grid cell and mapped 322 

to produce carbon and nitrogen isoscapes and model variance surfaces representing expected 323 

average isotopic compositions for POM across the Southern Ocean when accounting for 324 

variability in sample collection year and season. All models were mapped on a polar 325 

projection EPSG 3031 (WDG 84, Antarctic Polar Stereographic).  326 

 327 



 328 

Fig. 1 – Delaunay triangulation mesh for the Southern Ocean: carbon data points = red, 329 

nitrogen = blue. Where both carbon and nitrogen data were available points may appear 330 

purple. 331 

 332 

Seasonal differences 333 

Four different methods were explored to model the seasonal carbon and nitrogen isotopic 334 

differences within the Southern Ocean. Firstly, the universal models (using the same covariate 335 

terms and coefficient values as the mean models), including season as a random effect, were 336 

run on all data including all seasons and subsequently used to predict season-specific 337 

isoscapes using season-specific environmental data. Secondly, season was included in the 338 

model above as a covariate fixed effect rather than a random effect. Thirdly, models including 339 

the universal covariate terms, but excluding season, were run on season-specific data enabling 340 

the coefficient terms to vary between seasons. These season-adjusted models were then used 341 



to predict seasonal isoscapes by applying season-specific environmental data. Finally, new 342 

best-fit no-interaction and first order interaction models were derived for each season for both 343 

carbon and nitrogen, using season-specific environmental data. Details of the best-fit models 344 

can be seen in Appendix F.  345 

 346 

The first two methods coped with the patchy data distribution between seasons better, with 347 

low model variability (<0.8‰ for carbon and <1.5‰ for nitrogen), however they likely 348 

underestimated seasonal isotopic differences across the spatial domain. On the other hand, 349 

while season-specific best-fit model predictions were likely to be most accurate and precise, 350 

they were more strongly influenced by the spatial differences in seasonal data distribution, 351 

with larger model variance values (up to 80%) observed in regions lacking data. Seasonal 352 

isoscape surfaces for all methods can be compared in Appendix G. The third method, using 353 

universal covariate terms adjusted for each season, was selected as a compromise between 354 

predicting accurate and precise seasonal isoscapes, yet realistic in regions with little data 355 

coverage. Predicted isoscape surfaces for March-April (autumn), May-October (winter) and 356 

November-December (spring) were then subtracted from the January-February (summer) 357 

isoscapes (the season with the highest number of data points) for both carbon and nitrogen 358 

(no-interaction and interaction model predictions) to demonstrate seasonal variability in δ
13

C 359 

and δ
15

N values across space. 360 

 361 

RESULTS 362 

POM data 363 

In total, 3237 carbon and 2614 nitrogen POM data points were compiled from across the 364 

Southern Ocean at 2766 and 2215 locations, respectively (Fig 2). Data were collected across 365 

31 different years from 1970 – 2019, with most data collected from 1995 - 2015. Data were 366 



collected across all seasons, with most samples collected in January-February during the 367 

austral summer (Fig. 2). No strong spatial bias in sample collection season was observed, with 368 

many regions sampled across multiple seasons (Fig. 2). The δ
13

C and δ
15

N value ranges of all 369 

POM samples were -36.84‰ to -16.49‰ and -6.09‰ to +10.80‰, respectively.  370 

 371 

Fig. 2. Locations of surface particulate organic matter (POM) samples for carbon (δ
13

C) and 372 

nitrogen (δ
15

N) isotope analysis, collected across the Southern Ocean in Jan-Feb (grey), Mar-373 

Apr (pink), May-Oct (yellow) and Nov-Dec (green). 374 

 375 

Southern Ocean isoscape models 376 

The best-fit carbon and nitrogen prediction models, both excluding and including first order 377 

interaction terms, are displayed in Table 2. The strongest covariate predictors for δ
13

C 378 

variability were SST, NPP and MLD. The same covariates, with the addition of distance from 379 

land, were significant predictors for δ
15

N variability. The best-fit models were able to explain 380 

86% and 74-76% (correlation coefficient) of the spatial variability observed in carbon and 381 

nitrogen isotopes, respectively (Table 2).  382 



 383 

Table 2. Best-fit (no interaction and first order interaction) models for surface particulate 384 

organic matter (POM) carbon (δ
13

C) and nitrogen (δ
15

N) isotope values with environmental 385 

covariates (SST = Sea Surface Temperature, Dist = Distance from land, NPP = net primary 386 

production, MLD = mixed layer depth) and fixed effects of year and season 387 

(January/February, March/April, May-October, November/December), with associated 388 

deviance information criteria (DIC) values and correlation coefficients of predicted values 389 

against measured values. The precision (Precision = 1/variance) mean and credible interval 390 

for each random effect term are also stated. 391 

Model DIC Correlation 

Coefficient 

Random Effects Precision (Mean 

(credible intervals)) 

Season Year Study ID 

δ13C ~ -25.8 + 2.28*SST + 0.27*NPP + 

0.01*MLD + f(Year) + f(Season) + f(Study) 

12818 0.86 11.5 

(2.3,32.5) 

0.9  

(0.5, 1.4) 

0.4  

(0.2, 0.7) 

δ13C ~ -26.2 + 2.82*SST – 0.51*NPP – 

0.22*MLD – 0.68*Dist – 0.42*SST:NPP – 

0.34*MLD:NPP – 0.76*Dist:NPP + f(Year) 

+ f(Season) + f(Study) 

12646 0.86 4.5  

(1.0, 12.8) 

1.5  

(0.9, 2.2) 

0.5  

(0.3, 0.7) 

δ15N ~ 0.09 + 0.89*NPP – 0.88*MLD – 

0.46*Dist + 0.4*SST + f(Year) + f(Season) + 

f(Study) 

11235 0.74 16.6  

(1.2, 86.1) 

2.8  

(1.2, 6.0) 

0.9  

(0.4, 1.8) 

δ15N ~ -0.07 + 1.19*NPP – 0.26*MLD – 

0.49*Dist + 0.27*SST + 0.4*SST:NPP + 

0.79*MLD:Dist + 0.7*MLD:NPP + f(Year) 

+ f(Season) + f(Study) 

11072 0.76 5.9  

(5.3, 5.3e5) 

2.0 

(1.1,3.7) 

0.7  

(0.2,1.5) 

 392 

Spatial distributions of δ
13

C data across the Southern Ocean are largely consistent with 393 

previous research showing relatively low δ
13

C values at higher latitudes (-31‰ to -28‰) and 394 

gradually increasing with distance from the polar region to values of -24‰ to -20‰ at 40
o
S 395 

(Fig. 3). Higher δ
13

C values are also predicted closer to land (-22‰ to -19‰), both east and 396 

west of southern South America and New Zealand. Spatial distributions of δ
15

N across the 397 

Southern Ocean varied between sectors, with relatively negative δ
15

N values observed in the 398 

Pacific Ocean sector (-6‰ to -1‰), compared to slightly more positive values observed in the 399 



Atlantic (-1‰ to 4‰) and Indian ocean sectors (-2‰ to 1‰). Notably higher δ
15

N values 400 

(3‰ to 10‰) were predicted in the vicinity of land masses, both east and west of southern 401 

South America, around New Zealand, and south of Tasmania (Fig. 3).  402 

 403 

Variance surfaces show broadly similar patterns for both carbon and nitrogen models, with 404 

less than 0.4‰ uncertainty values across the majority of the Southern Ocean (Fig. 3). For both 405 

carbon and nitrogen isoscapes, predictions based on the models including first order 406 

interactions increased the predicted isotopic range and spatial differences at more local 407 

resolutions. Introduction of interaction terms also increased uncertainty values from less than 408 

0.4‰ up to approximately 1‰ in certain regions, such as within waters leading to the Pacific 409 

Ocean and Indian Ocean, where in situ data samples are scarce (Fig. 3). 410 

 411 

 412 



 413 

Fig. 3. Southern Ocean surface particulate organic matter (POM) carbon (δ
13

C) and nitrogen 414 

(δ
15

N) 12-month average isoscape predictions, derived from models both excluding and 415 



including interaction terms, and the associated variance of the posterior predicted 416 

distribution, after seasonal and yearly random effects have been accounted for. Black dots 417 

represent sample locations. Paths of the Southern Ocean fronts are shown in dark grey (solid 418 

line; Sub-Antarctic Front, dashed line; Polar Front and dotted line; southern Antarctic 419 

Circumpolar Current Front as described by Orsi and Harris (2019)). 420 

 421 

Seasonal differences 422 

Similar residual isotopic variability between seasons was observed in all δ
13

C and δ
15

N 423 

models, with approximately 1‰ difference between seasons not accounted for by the 424 

variables in the selected models (Fig. 4). Within the δ
13

C models, isotopic differences 425 

occurring during the January and February summer months were most different to the 426 

remainder of the year, with positive residual values in comparison to the winter months (May-427 

October). Within the δ
15

N models, isotopic residual values were most different in spring 428 

(November-December), with higher unexplained values compared to the rest of the year (Fig. 429 

4).  430 

 431 



 432 

Fig. 4. Marginal posterior distributions of the seasonal random effect for the selected carbon 433 

(δ
13

C) and nitrogen (δ
15

N) isoscape prediction models (both excluding and including first 434 

order interaction terms). The symbol  is the seasonal - level deviation from the overall mean 435 

isotope value, and D represents data. Distributions represent the probability density of a 436 

given isotopic difference, given the data, and represents seasonal differences that remain 437 

after the models have been applied. 438 

 439 

Carbon isotope values were predicted to vary between season by approximately ±4‰ on 440 

average, but up to ±8‰ in certain regions (Fig. 5). In the most northerly regions of the 441 

Southern Ocean, the highest δ
13

C values were predicted in both carbon models during the 442 

summer months of January and February. In the more southerly regions, surrounding 443 

Antarctica, the highest values were predicted in March and April, with the lowest δ
13

C values 444 



predicted in peak summer months. Overall, the lowest δ
13

C values were predicted in winter 445 

months (May-October), particularly within the Pacific Ocean (Fig. 5).  446 

 447 

 448 

Fig. 5. January – February summer season-specific carbon (δ
13

C) non-interaction term and 449 

first order interaction term isoscape prediction. The spatial isotopic differences of each 450 

season compared to the Jan-Feb prediction (each season prediction minus Jan-Feb 451 

prediction) are also shown. Blue areas depict regions which are predicted to have lower 452 

carbon isotope values compared to January and February, and red areas depict regions 453 

which are predicted to have higher δ
13

C values during that season. Variance surfaces for 454 

each seasonal model prediction are also shown. Data points are shown as black dots.    455 

 456 

Nitrogen isotope values were predicted to vary between seasons more than carbon isotope 457 

values, with average isotopic differences of ±4‰, but with differences of up to ±16‰ 458 
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occurring in some regions, such as the open ocean regions of the Pacific and Indian sectors 459 

and east of Argentina (Fig. 6). The highest δ
15

N values were predicted in spring (November-460 

December) across the majority of the Southern Ocean. An exception was the area east of 461 

Argentina, where the highest δ
15

N values were predicted to occur in summer (January-462 

February). Nitrogen isotope values were predicted to be relatively low during the autumn 463 

months (March–April) across the majority of the Southern Ocean. Values of δ
15

N were 464 

predicted to be rather variable in winter months, exhibiting values that may be either lower or 465 

higher than those predicted for summer months. The two model types also predicted different 466 

patterns, with extremely low δ
15

N values (-16‰ to -2‰) predicted in the open ocean areas in 467 

the no-interaction models, but extremely high δ
15

N values (8‰ to 16‰) predicted in the first 468 

order interaction model (Fig. 6).  469 

 470 

Isoscape model variance values for carbon in all seasons and for nitrogen in January-February 471 

and March-April were relatively low with values in most areas being less than 2‰. There was 472 

increased variance for both carbon and nitrogen within the open ocean areas of the Pacific and 473 

Indian Oceans where limited data were collected. The highest carbon and nitrogen variance 474 

values were observed in the winter (May-October) isoscape predictions where fewer POM 475 

samples were collected compared to all other seasons. First order interaction models had 476 

greater variance values than the no interaction models. 477 

 478 



 479 

Fig. 6. January – February season-specific nitrogen non-interaction term and first order 480 

interaction term isoscape prediction. The spatial isotopic differences of each season 481 

compared to the Jan-Feb prediction (each season prediction minus Jan-Feb prediction) are 482 

also shown. Blue areas depict regions which are predicted to have lower nitrogen isotope 483 

values compared to January and February, and red areas depict regions which are predicted 484 

to be higher in δ
15

N during that season. Variance surfaces for each seasonal model prediction 485 

are also shown. Data points are shown as black dots.    486 

 487 

DISCUSSION 488 

This study provides a significant improvement in the prediction of carbon and nitrogen 489 

isoscapes across the Southern Ocean, in comparison to previously produced global 490 

mechanistic model predictions (Magozzi, Yool et al. 2017, Somes, Schmittner et al. 2010) and 491 

regional scale sample-based predictions (Brault et al., 2018; Jaeger et al., 2010; Quillfeldt et 492 
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al., 2010). The yearly modelled δ
13

C values were strongly driven by temperature, decreasing 493 

towards the pole, following the expected gradient of increasingly more negative isotopic 494 

values towards the polar latitudes (Goericke & Fry, 1994; Quillfeldt et al., 2010; G. Rau et al., 495 

1991). Changes across longitude mainly tracked North/South variations in the position of the 496 

Polar Front. Elevated δ
15

N values coincided with areas of higher primary production, 497 

generally located down-current (east) of land masses or islands or above continental shelves 498 

that extend around the continents and islands of the Southern Ocean. 499 

 500 

Seasonal modelled carbon and nitrogen isoscapes had higher variability in predicted values 501 

than the 12-month averaged isoscapes, particularly for winter/spring months, which were 502 

commonly under sampled.  Values of δ
13

C were largely driven by surface ocean temperatures, 503 

with higher δ
13

C values predicted earlier in the seasonal cycle at lower latitudes, where 504 

temperatures were warmer. Maximum δ
13

C values in January-February were predicted north 505 

of the Polar Front, but March-April maximum values occurred to the south. Nitrogen isotope 506 

values peaked in November-December (spring), corresponding to high pelagic production at 507 

low latitudes, coinciding with the release of nutrient-enriched water from sea-ice melt at high 508 

latitudes. 509 

 510 

δ
13

C spatial and seasonal variability  511 

As expected, SST, as the driver for CO2 concentration in seawater, was the predominant 512 

factor explaining geographic and seasonal changes in δ
13

C values in our model, with a large 513 

range of measured SST values and predicted δ
13

C values from 40°S to the Antarctic continent. 514 

The second key predictor of δ
13

C variability was net primary production. While both primary 515 

productivity and chla concentrations from satellites were considered as potential predictors 516 

early in the modelling process, primary productivity emerged to be a more powerful predictor. 517 



The approach for estimating primary productivity took into account several parameters such 518 

as irradiance and temperature, and also includes a temperature-dependent description of 519 

photosynthetic efficiencies (Behrenfeld & Falkowski, 1997). The amount of light in the 520 

Southern Ocean varies significantly with latitude, and also mixed layer depth, and this will 521 

affect photosynthetic efficiency (Bracher, Kroon, & Lucas, 1999). By taking into account 522 

latitudinal changes in daily irradiance and temperature, primary productivity might better 523 

correlate with seasonal and spatial variations in phytoplankton physiology and primary 524 

production rates, which in turn affect carbon uptake and thus 
13

C values over the wide 525 

latitudinal range covered in this study.  526 

 527 

The predicted δ
13

C values presented in this study are comparable to the values modelled by 528 

Magozzi et al. (2017). Both carbon isoscapes predicted a similar range of values (-20‰ to -529 

30‰) with higher values at low latitudes such as around the continental shelves of South 530 

America and Tasmania/New Zealand and lower values found within the Weddell and Ross 531 

seas (Fig. 3). Overall, the Magozzi, Yool et al. (2017) model predicted lower δ
13

C values with 532 

a median offset of 2‰. Including first order interactions, our INLA model produced a better 533 

match between statistical and mechanistic isoscape models, with interaction terms removing 534 

extreme δ
13

C values predicted east and west of South America. Including first order 535 

interaction terms reduced the standard deviation of the offset between statistical and 536 

mechanistic isoscape models from 1.2 to just 0.6‰ (Appendix H). The estimated inter-537 

seasonal variability was also comparable with a range of 6‰ at 60°S modelled by Magozzi et 538 

al. (2017) and seasonal anomalies mainly between -4‰ and 4‰ in the present study (Fig. 5). 539 

However, we observed a slight temporal offset in peak δ
13

C value timings: at location 60°S/-540 

90°E, with maximum values predicted in January-February by Magozzi et al. (2017) 541 

compared to March-April in our study. In general, south of the Polar Front, δ
13

C values were 542 



relatively stable between seasons, most likely due to limited variation in water temperatures 543 

within this region. The model did not fully depict the high variability in δ
13

C values 544 

sometimes observed in this area (Munro, Dunbar, Mucciarone, Arrigo, & Long, 2010). High 545 

variability can be due to the release of brine waters from ice melting, which are enriched in 546 

13
C (Munro et al., 2010), and promote phytoplankton development due to increased iron input 547 

(Lannuzel et al., 2016). North of the Polar Front, highest δ
13

C values were predicted in 548 

summer (January-February), in agreement with the temperature cycle in this region. Very low 549 

values were predicted in the Pacific Ocean during winter, although these values were 550 

associated with high uncertainties and should therefore be taken with caution. Another 551 

noteworthy feature was that the δ
13

C values on the Patagonian shelf were predicted to peak 552 

early in the year, potentially as a result of the phytoplankton bloom happening in October 553 

(considered in this study as a winter month) (Carreto et al., 2016), earlier than in other areas at 554 

a similar latitude. Intense phytoplankton blooms can lead to increased δ
13

C values by locally 555 

decreasing the concentration of aqueous CO2 (Deuser, 1970). It should be noted, however, 556 

that these values were also associated with high uncertainties and should be interpreted with 557 

caution.  558 

 559 

δ
15

N spatial and seasonal variability  560 

Primary productivity and mixed-layer depth were the two main factors driving δ
15

N 561 

variability in our model. Both are important processes in controlling the concentration and 562 

availability of nitrogen-based nutrients in the euphotic layer. Phytoplankton uptake of 563 

nutrients for growth will diminish the nutrient pool, while wind mixing and high energetics of 564 

the ACC (Sokolov & Rintoul, 2009) will replenish the nutrient pool by mixing deep, nutrient-565 

rich water into the surface layer. The degree of mixing is positively correlated with mixed-566 

layer depth, although it is not necessarily true at small time scale (Franks, 2015). Nitrate 567 



concentrations in the Southern Ocean are generally higher south of the Polar Front and 568 

decrease north of the Polar Front (Switzer, Kamykowski, & Zentara, 2003) where primary 569 

productivity is on average greater. The mixed-layer depth was highest in the open ocean zone 570 

south of the Polar Front. This allows for euphotic zone nitrate replenishment but the deep 571 

mixed layer depth can also result in light limitation of phytoplankton growth (Deppeler & 572 

Davidson, 2017). The mixed-layer depth gets shallower south of the southern Antarctic 573 

Circumpolar Current Front, especially in the marginal ice zone during sea ice melt. 574 

 575 

The two other factors playing a role in δ
15

N variability were distance to land and SST. Coastal 576 

environments are usually characterised by higher carbon and nitrogen stable isotope values 577 

that decrease with distance offshore (Kline Jr, 2009; Lara et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2014). 578 

The drop in δ
13

C values is usually sharp, occurring in the near coastal area, but δ
15

N values 579 

can remain high over tens to a few hundred kilometres from the coast depending on surface 580 

water advection (El-Sabaawi, Trudel, Mackas, Dower, & Mazumder, 2012). A potential 581 

explanation is that 
12

C within surface waters are able to be readily replenished by atmospheric 582 

exchange, while replenishment of 
14

N within surface waters is mostly dependent on mixing 583 

with deeper waters and, therefore, is dependent on mixing conditions. This may potentially 584 

explain why distance to coast is a significant predictor in the nitrogen model, but not in the 585 

carbon model. SST likely plays an indirect role in δ
15

N variation, by acting as a proxy for the 586 

latitudinal increase of nutrient availability from north to south (Switzer et al., 2003). 587 

 588 

The combination of the four principle factors (NPP, MLD, SST and Dist) result in the 589 

delineation of two distinctly different biogeochemical regimes, north and south of the Polar 590 

Front. North of the Polar Front, δ
15

N values varied closely with the intensity of primary 591 

production as the lower starting levels of nitrate are more prone to depletion and 592 



correspondingly, an increase in phytoplankton δ
15

N values. South of the Polar Front, δ
15

N 593 

values are low in the open ocean but increase in the marginal ice zone where meltwater can 594 

result in shallower mixed layer depths constraining nutrient rich waters in the photic zone. 595 

The release of micronutrient such as iron will promotes phytoplankton growth and associated 596 

nitrates uptake (Lannuzel et al., 2016; Tagliabue et al., 2017). Sea-ice concentration, although 597 

thought to be an important factor, was removed from the model due to a strong correlation 598 

with SST. Sea-ice concentration may be a stronger predictor of δ
15

N values if just focusing on 599 

the region south of the Polar Front, however, for the whole Southern Ocean, SST was proven 600 

to be a more powerful predictor.  601 

 602 

It is notoriously difficult to model nitrogen isoscapes based on a mechanistic approach. Somes 603 

et al. (2010) were the first to do so at a global scale, predicting δ
15

N values varying between 604 

0‰ and 6‰ south of 40°S, which is a narrower range than predicted here (-2‰ to 8‰) 605 

(Appendix H). Offsets between statistical and mechanistic nitrogen isoscapes varied over a 606 

large 15‰ range, highlighting the complexity of nitrogen isotope dynamics. In general, 607 

statistical interpolation models predicted higher δ
15

N values than mechanistic models at the 608 

margins of the Antarctic continent, around the Patagonian shelf and Scotia Arc. This is 609 

potentially due to increased predictive precision within highly productive areas where the 610 

uptake of nitrate results in high δ
15

N values that may not be captured in the mechanistic 611 

model. By contrast, the mechanistic model predicted higher δ
15

N values than statistical 612 

observation at higher latitudes. In contrast to the Somes, Schmittner et al. (2010) nitrogen 613 

isotope model, INLA models that allow first order interactions produced greater variance 614 

between statistical and mechanistic nitrogen isoscapes (standard deviation of offset values: 615 

2.6‰ for no interaction model and 3.25‰ for the interaction model). 616 

 617 



The modelled seasonal changes in δ
15

N values should be considered carefully because models 618 

suggested high uncertainties for winter (May-October) and spring (November-December) 619 

(Fig. 6). Seasonal isoscape predictions showed higher δ
15

N values occurring in November-620 

December for a large part of the Southern Ocean, excluding productive areas over continental 621 

shelves. Even though the Southern Ocean is a High Nutrient-Low Chlorophyll region, where 622 

phytoplankton development is mainly limited by iron inputs (Boyd et al., 2000; Martin, 1990; 623 

Trull & Armand, 2001), the decrease of the nitrate pool during the spring bloom is followed 624 

by an increase in δ
15

N values in POM (DiFiore et al., 2010). Furthermore, the melting of the 625 

sea-ice is associated with a release of sea biota (phyto- and microzooplankton), which are 626 

enriched in 
15

N (Fripiat et al., 2014). As this process is not directly translated into the model 627 

(Table 2), it could be the cause of higher δ
15

N values, which are unexplained by the model for 628 

spring (November-December) (Fig.4).  629 

 630 

Model structure  631 

In this investigation, two different statistical isoscape models were built and presented; 1) 632 

including, or 2) excluding first order interactions terms between environmental predictor 633 

variables in the model structure. Including interaction terms enabled a larger range of isotope 634 

predictions and associated variance to be captured, but also complicates the model structure 635 

and therefore interpretation of the outputs. The simpler, no-interaction term models allowed 636 

for manageable interpretation of model relationships between the covariate and dependent 637 

variables, which could then be aligned to known ecological processes, as discussed above. 638 

Simple, no-interaction term isoscapes are useful for comparing broad-scale differences in 639 

isotopic ratios across space and for studies describing the underlying physical and 640 

biogeochemical mechanisms responsible for spatio-temporal variations in stable isotope 641 

values. Models including interaction terms explain more of the variance observed in data and 642 



therefore produced more precise and potentially more accurate spatial isotopic predictions. 643 

Accurate and precise isoscapes are particularly valuable for animal geolocation studies 644 

(Cherel & Hobson, 2007; Clive N Trueman & St John Glew, 2019), especially when 645 

identifying the organism’s origin using relatively fast turnover tissues (blood plasma, 646 

muscles) (Jaeger et al., 2010), or piecing together migration history by performing high-647 

resolution sampling of calcified tissues (e.g. otoliths) (Darnaude & Hunter, 2018; Sakamoto et 648 

al., 2018; C. N. Trueman et al., 2012). The underlying spatial structure in the isoscape model 649 

uncertainty (variance isoscapes) are also critical for animal assignment studies, highlighting 650 

the regions where isoscape predictions are less accurate either due to limited data availability, 651 

locally high variance in predictor variables, or predictor values in the projected region which 652 

are out of the range of those in the observed areas. Spurious prediction can also be the result 653 

of a combination of limited data and strong influential interaction. For example, within the 654 

Pacific Ocean, winter predictions of high δ
15

N POM values are related to deep mixed-layer 655 

depth (>300 m depth) and low primary productivity but are hard to relate to ecological 656 

processes. Assuming that uncertainty terms are included in an assignment process, it will 657 

always be more difficult to assign an individual or population of individuals to a region where 658 

the isoscape prediction has higher uncertainty, even if the isotope values of the isoscape and 659 

assignment animal tissue are a close match (Wunder, 2010).  660 

 661 

The results presented here highlight the need for baseline seasonal isotopic variability to be 662 

accounted for when using isoscapes for animal assignment purposes. In the present study, 663 

both carbon and nitrogen values varied significantly within the same geographic location 664 

between seasons, with variations of up to approximately 10‰ for nitrogen and 4‰ for 665 

carbon. The strength of isotopic differences between geographic regions within the Southern 666 

Ocean were also seen to vary between seasons, with key implications for the ability to assign 667 



an animal to its origin during different seasons. High levels of seasonal variance in isoscapes 668 

could potentially improve the potential to assign an animal to a location within an isotopically 669 

differentiated area, but reduce the ability to assign an animal to an area in more homogenous 670 

months. In any case, knowing the extent and spatial expression of seasonal variation in 671 

isoscapes is critical for accurate reconstruction of tropho-spatial ecology (Clive N Trueman et 672 

al., 2019). Diet assimilation is also likely to be highly seasonal for higher trophic level 673 

organisms, and ideally season-specific isoscapes should be utilised in regions with strong 674 

indications for seasonal variability. However, as this is likely not possible in many scenarios, 675 

we propose the weighting of mean annual isoscapes by seasonal production to incorporate 676 

intra-annual variability.  677 

 678 

Using POM to construct stable isotope baselines  679 

POM stable isotope data were used to build the isoscapes presented here, although it should 680 

be noted that the suitability of POM as a reference for construction of isoscape models has 681 

been widely debated. POM composition and isotopic values can be highly variable in time 682 

depending on factors such as nutrient sources (Lara et al., 2010; Stowasser et al., 2012), water 683 

column stratification (O'Leary et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2014), the intensity of primary 684 

production (Stowasser et al., 2012), plankton community composition, physiology and growth 685 

rates (O'Leary et al., 2001; Trull & Armand, 2001), and microbial and grazing activity 686 

(O'Leary et al., 2001). The temporal dynamics of these processes can result in a fast turnover 687 

rate and high local variability. Therefore, it has been questioned whether POM provides a 688 

suitable baseline over large areas and over medium to long term time scales, which are all 689 

requirements in animal tracking studies, for example. There is a practical reason why POM 690 

was used to develop isoscapes in this study: these are the only type of data that are numerous 691 

enough to offer good spatial coverage and seasonal definition, due to the ease and low 692 



financial costs of sample collection and analysis. By compiling data from a large number of 693 

sources and across numerous years and including ‘year’ as a variance term within the INLA 694 

model, we hope to have accounted for some of the short-term POM variance.  695 

 696 

Secondary producers such as zooplankton may be more appropriate for the generation of 697 

isotopic baselines (as a proxy for trophic level two) as they represent a more integrated 698 

isotopic signal over space and time, which may be less variable and thus more robust for 699 

applications such as animal migration studies. Zooplankton have previously been used to 700 

generate carbon and nitrogen isoscapes in regional studies including the Southern Ocean 701 

(Graham et al., 2010; McMahon, Hamady, & Thorrold, 2013; Troina et al., 2020; Yang et al., 702 

2020). For this study, however, producing isoscapes based on zooplankton stable isotope 703 

values would have resulted in large unsampled areas, and therefore large uncertainties in 704 

modelled data. Furthermore, there is no consistency in the species or groups of zooplankton 705 

used, which complicates modelling due to variability in, e.g., tissue turnover rates, 706 

fractionation and trophic level (Pakhomov, Henschke, Hunt, Stowasser, & Cherel, 2019). 707 

Analysis of repeated latitudinal transects across the Southern Ocean have demonstrated that 708 

POM stable isotope values tend to be homogeneous across space and time between fronts and 709 

associated cross water exchanges created by eddies (B. Espinasse et al., 2019). Overall, it is 710 

therefore reasonable to conclude that the high spatial variability predicted in stable isotope 711 

values overwhelms the potential variability associated with local changes in POM 712 

composition.    713 

 714 

CONCLUSIONS 715 

We characterised spatial and temporal variability in the isotopic composition of carbon and 716 

nitrogen in POM across the Southern Ocean in greater detail and coverage than it has 717 



previously been achieved. We identified broad spatial and seasonal structure in the recovered 718 

isoscape models, providing key evidence for explaining seasonal changes in biogeochemical 719 

processes and important implications for using isoscapes for animal assignment applications. 720 

We demonstrated that data from numerous sources and years can be combined and modelled 721 

to demonstrate these seasonal variabilities. However, the choice of statistical model has 722 

substantial impacts on the resultant spatial prediction and associated variability, as well as 723 

influencing how isoscape models can be used for future applications. The most accurate 724 

isoscape models included first order interactions among the driving variables and were able to 725 

predict seasonal isotopic differences in regions with high sampling effort. However, they were 726 

associated with higher variability, due to the extrapolation of statistical relationships, relevant 727 

in open ocean sectors and in winter months where data are lacking. To improve isoscape 728 

accuracy and spatial precision to be able to detect meso-scale features such as eddies, more 729 

data are required over further temporal and spatial resolutions. Recognizing the paucity of 730 

zooplankton stable isotopic values in the Southern Ocean, future studies should focus on 731 

building a unified zooplankton, possible zooplankton based, stable isotope data base to 732 

supplement the POM based isoscape modelling efforts. 733 
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